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Abstract—Tumor diagnosis play a significant role in the medical field. The task of identifying the tumor leads to more critical
because of more complexity in the structure and size of the cancer cell. The recommended Jaya algorithm can be used for
clustering and produced improved result in segmenting the tumor region. Jaya algorithm produces optimal solution for
constrained problem by identifying the best and worst solution for all subset. If the solution provided is better than the previous
one then the new one is updated otherwise it will take the previous one for consideration. These techniques delivered a prominent
result for tumor having different boundaries and complex structures. The results obtained from jaya algorithm are compared with
conventional algorithm like particle swarm optimization (PSO) clearly shows quite improved that can be used to identify various
pathologies in magnetic resonance (MR) image.
Keywords—Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Jaya clustering, Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI).

I. INTRODUCTION

2.

The tumor grade can be mentioned based on the grade .If
the tumor is diagnosed as malignant then immediate care
should be done for the patients. Another benign type of
tumor can spread slowly and it is also called as low risk
grade type. But the malignant type is high risk grade type of
tumor. The recommended Jaya algorithm is used to identify
the various types of tumors with different structure and with
different grades. This technique will help the surgeon to
recognize the tumor with different shapes and to perform the
segmentation in quick duration. The Jaya algorithm is used
to perform better clustering than the conventional techniques.
By identifying the best and worst solutions. Finally the
optimal solution is attained by these techniques. The decision
can be made better and more exact by incorporating the jaya
algorithm to the segmentation process.
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First step size of the population is initialized and
stopping condition for the process is set for clustering. The
initial populations (p) have been created by using the
parameters.

𝑝1,1
P= 𝑝2,1
𝑝𝑚 ,1

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

A. JAYA ALGORITHM
Jaya is mainly used to solve optimization problems
based on the population oriented. It produces optimal
solution for the unconstrained problems. The idea of this
technique is to find the optimal solution for the specific
problems.
Initialize the population
size and termination
condition

𝑝1,2
𝑝2,2
𝑝𝑚 ,2

⋯ 𝑝1,𝑛
… 𝑝2,𝑛
… 𝑝𝑚 ,𝑛

(1)

The design parameters are indicated as „n‟ and the candidate
solutions is represented as „m‟.
Step 2: Identify the best and worst solution from
candidate solutions
The next step is to identify the best solution for the
particular iteration. If the best solution is better than the
previous one, the best solution will be updated otherwise the
previous solution is considered. Same process is repeated for
the worst solution also.

𝑃𝑘,𝑗 =𝑝𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛 + rand(.)[𝑝𝑗𝑚𝑎 𝑥 -𝑝𝑗𝑚𝑖𝑛 ]
Identify the 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 and 𝑝𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡
from the solution

Updating of best and worst solution in membership function
𝑝𝑗 ,𝑘 ,𝑖 =𝑝𝑗 ,𝑘 ,𝑖 + 𝑟1,𝑘,𝑖 (𝑝𝑗 ,𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 ,𝑖 - 𝑝𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑖 )- 𝑟2,𝑘,𝑖 (𝑝𝑗 ,𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡 ,𝑖 - 𝑝𝑗 ,𝑘,𝑖 )

YES
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than the
previous
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NO

IV.
Accept the new solution
and can be used for next
iteration

Use the previous solution
for next iteration

Until the
Termination
condition is
satisfied.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Different type and various grades of tumor are taken for the
validation. The jaya perform quite better identifying the
tumor and segmenting the other portions compared to the
other conventional algorithm.
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Fig.1: flowchart of Jaya based clustering techniques
Step 1: Initialize the population size and termination
condition

(2)

Random produced number is indicated as rand (.) in the
range of (0,-1). pmax
- represents the upper boundaries. pmin
j
j
represents the lower boundaries. Pk,j - represents the
membership function.
Step 3: Updation of Candidate solution based on best and
worst solution obtained
The candidate solution is calculated by using the
following equation. Here i,j,k represents the iteration
parameters. r1,k,i and r2,k,i are uniformly distributed random
number. The best and worst solution is updated in the
candidate equation.
pj,k,i =pj,k,i + r1,k,i (pj,best ,i - pj,k,i )- r2,k,i (pj,worst ,i - pj,k,i ) (3)
Step 4: Until the termination condition is satisfied
The process of finding the best and worst solution
will be continued until stopping condition (based on the
fitness function) going to satisfy.
Step 5: Finding the Optimal Solution
Finally the optimal solution is calculated for the
each iteration by repeating the above process.
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𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑖 = 20 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑀𝑆𝐸𝑖 =
20 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑀𝐴𝑋𝑖 − 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 𝑀𝑆𝐸 (5)
The segmented algorithm produces less MSE value
when compared to the conventional algorithms. The less
MSE values leads to produce more PSNR values.
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Table 1: MSE and PSNR Value for JAYA Algorithm
S.No

MSE
JAYA
Algorithm
0.1978
0.1672
0.5098
0.1896
0.7812
0.0951
0.7914
0.079
0.7918
0.2204

PSO
1
2
3
4
5

PSNR
JAYA
Algorithm
65.223
55.8985
69.278
55.3532
73.543
58.3498
74.108
59.1562
74.123
54.6981

.Fig.3.PSNR value for JAYA algorithm

FCM

.
A. Mean square Error (MSE)
MSE measures the square of error as an average .The
variation between the estimated (gray scale input image) and
expected output (demarcated image).
1
𝒏−𝟏
𝑀𝑆𝐸 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 𝑝𝑞 𝒎−𝟏
𝒊=𝟎
𝒋=𝟎 [𝑿 𝒊, 𝒋 −
𝒀 𝒊, 𝒋 ]𝟐 (4)
In the above equation the number of rows can be indicated
as „I‟ and the number of columns can be represented as „J‟.
Less MSE values produces better results.

V. CONCLUSION
Identifying the various pathologies in medical image is a
crucial task. The recommended Jaya algorithm identifies
various types of tumors in MRI image and produces better
results in terms of segmentation. This technique is compared
with the existing technique particle swarm optimization
(PSO) and produces better results in terms of MSE and
PSNR values and the clustering is done by jaya algorithm by
identifying the best and worst solutions and this process are
repeated until the similar pixel will be clustered. Finally the
optimal solutions are obtained using this techniques and jaya
algorithm can be validated in more number of images by
identifying different types of pathologies with different
grades in future.
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